
Living in the moment 

If outlier situations make good teachers we could start with those who everyone 

would agree can’t easily live in the moment.  Traumatic events trapping people in 

the past and overwhelming stress, anxiety or unhappiness, may lead to Living for 

the moment, e.g. cases where substance abuse not so much discounts the future 

but rather obliterates it.  We’d probably agree this is different to L in tM.  A vital 

component of LitM seems to be attention.  If it is this rather than man hours which 

is key to success this would be a big plus. 

Psychologists would point out another problematic aspect of the above counter 

example .. a loss of agency.  Their suggestion is reining in an acute sense of 

responsibility to focus on the only thing really in a person’s gift, the here and now.  

If we throw in the observation being in the zone is also hugely pleasant, the above 

seems to represent a powerful recommendation for the majority, i.e. as well as 

those living in extremis. 

If it’s not simply L for tM does L in tM allow for reflection and planning.  Can we 

think about the past and future without emotionally engaging with them? 

Is there a useful role for mindfulness and meditation?  If so is this as an occasional 

decontamination procedure for damaging thought processes or something more 

central? 

What about forgetting ourselves in a productive task?  Should we draw the line at 

breaking a time related promise but think little of habits and agendas?  Is it easy to 

gauge the validity of the opportunities we bump in to? 

Sam Roddick seems to suggest LitM is just living and the big threat is alienation.  

Troubling circumstances may be alleviated by realising you’re not alone and 

perhaps not unique.  If it is simply a matter of perspective what of the sobering but 

possibly uplifting experience of placing ourselves in an unimaginably large universe 

and the millennia of history. 

Moving in to pure philosophy we can consider temporality itself .. that everything 

changes and all we have is this moment?  And our interconnectedness; 

consequences of our every action enduring even if only in a small way as long as 

sentience itself ..?


